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Our project started to save the life of cute little dogs suffering on the streets,
ones that are abused, and neglected. Our team is made up of members
living with dogs and can not imagine a life without them. But the reality is
that there are tons of dogs that are suffering and we need to rescue them.



Everyday, dog rescue groups receive a call from all around the world to
help rescue the dogs and hundreds of dogs are brought to the
organization. Unfortunately, most of them are puppies. If they can’t find a
new home or new family, they will be killed. This is happening in the real
world.

Dogs are killed every 10 minutes.
This is happening from the selfish reasons we humans have.
We need to change this reality.
We need your support to help and rescue these dogs.



The irresponsible behavior by owners of the dogs and cats are forcing
them to be killed.
We need to stop and lose this insane world.
AfroMoonDog is a project to save as many dogs and cats as possible.

In addition, there are many organizations around the world that rescue
these abandoned dogs and cats, just like our project, but unfortunately,
most of them are having problems financially.

AfroMoonDog will support these organizations through crypto!



AFRO MOON DOG 
■Symbol 
AMD
 ■Total Supply
1,000,000,000,000,000 AMD
■etherscan
https://etherscan.io/token/0xdef575aea01bfc170d1839b7ebd2e5b8ea58c13e
■Contract(ERC20)
0xdef575aea01bfc170d1839b7ebd2e5b8ea58c13e
 ■Uniswap
https://info.uniswap.org/#/pools/0x7d3e5afdb0e7416b401b17a64d63b63e07197272
■bscscan
https://bscscan.com/token/0xcf28945274320C1224c7CB206878e681e3f33135
■Contract(BSC)NEW
0xcf28945274320C1224c7CB206878e681e3f33135
■PancakeSwap
https://pancakeswap.finance/
■Twitter
@AFROMOONDOG
■Telegram
https://t.me/AfroMoonDogOfficial
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We are very proud to announce the Afro Governance Token(AGD) and would like to
talk about it. The only way to earn AGD is by liquidity mining with the pair of
AMD/ETH

The total supply of AGD is 11,111 which means that AGD is very scarce. By simply
holding AGD, you are able to make a passive income.We will announce the exact date
when to start liquidity mining, so please stay tuned.

Announcing the Afro Governance Token, AGD
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